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woodviLLe was designed by mural artist, Rosie Mennem, and displays her contemporary mural style of painting 
in this classic Chinoiserie layout. It is printed in a way that beautifully captures the hand-painted spontaneity of the 

original artwork on a softly textured cloth, a silk taffeta and wallpaper.

left wallpaper woodville 311345 under rail woodville plain 311351 skirTinG Board & dado rails warm whiTe sofa woodville 321433 piped in coTTesmore 330795 cushions on sofa lefT To riGhT keTTi 

keT01016, woodville 321433  curTain keTTi keT01016 chair evesham 330771 cushion on chair phoeBe 321438 fooTsTool munro 331400 Trimmed wiTh ½” cord TmG08001 Above wallpaper woodville 311347 

curTains woodville silk 321431 cushion on chair woodville silk 321431 Throw on chair woodville 321433 cushion on Bed woodville 321433 Bedcover peruzzi 330950 Throw on Bed woodville silk 321431

prints, embroideries & wallpapers

woodviLLe

woodviLLe evokes a sophisticated and romantic mood,  creating elegance and a 
timeless beauty. This collection of breathtakingly beautiful florals follows classic traditions, 

but by using contemporary artists and modern printing techniques it feels fresh and stylish.  
The collection comprises five prints on a mixture of cloths ranging from linen to silk, one 
warp print, a delicate embroidery and nine wallpapers, all of which are made in England.

mUnro weaveS is a collection of two beautiful qualities, woven in cotton, linen and 
chenille with an antique texture and distressed finish. 



Beauchamp is an elegant and classic, yet informal, damask design based on an archive wallpaper document 
that has been given a fresh, contemporary feel by layering textures and using metallic and iridescent inks creating 

an interesting patina to the paper. 

romey’s garden is designed by South African artist, Kelly Higgs, who specialises in floral paintings. The 
incredible detail in this exquisitely painted design has been retained by using over 40 separations to create the print, 

capturing the beauty of colour and fine drawing of her original design. Complementing this is Romey’s Garden 
wallpaper, a simplified trail of the flowers found in the print design. 

Above wallpaper romey’s Garden 311335 chairs romey’s Garden 321445 right wallpaper Beauchamp 311325



alyce is an elegant embroidery design of delicate trailing filigree flowers on a very 
fine linen mix ground that has the appearance of silk. 

jasmine lattice combines two early 20th century designs, a floral jasmine 
trail and a lattice. Together, they create an elegant country house pattern. 

below wallpaper woodville plain 311352 skirTinG Board warm whiTe curTains alyce 331427 window seaT curzon 330786 Throw alyce 331427 Backed in 

roseBery 330791 chaise roseBery 330791 BolsTer curzon 330786 right wallpaper Jasmine laTTice 311332 cushion on seaT phoeBe 321436 Throw phoeBe 321438



munro weaves Munro is a textural semi-plain woven with a beautifully distressed, 
aged appearance and a wonderfully soft handle. corbett is an extremely durable fine 

chenille plain with a lovely dry, flat effect. 

 PAint fennel Skirting boArd wArm white SofA munro 331389 PiPed in corbett 331414 cuShionS on SofA left to right corbet 331403, 

corbett 331412,  munro 331389 bAcked And PiPed in corbett 331403, munro 331400 bAcked And PiPed in corbett 331414 chAir corbett 

331403 PiPed in corbett 331414 cuShion on chAir munro 331400 bAcked And PiPed in corbett 331414 footStool munro 331398 PiPed in 

corbett 331412 throw corbett 331403 bAcked in corbett 331412



magnolia bough is taken from a 19th century printed textile in the Zoffany archive and its layout and 
form closely follow the original design. This is technically a very interesting fabric due to the complexity of how it 

is made. The design is first printed on the cotton warp which is then woven to create a distinctive ‘ikat’ effect.  
This type of textile is called a ‘warp print’. The subtlety of the print mark gives it a very sophisticated air.

veranda trellis is a classic surface printed design taken from an early 20th century paper. 
This bold, geometric design is ideal for adding structure to a room scheme. 

left panels phoeBe 321436 chair maGnolia BouGh 321447 Above wallpaper veranda Trellis 311343



chintz is one of Zoffany’s oldest and most iconic papers. Originally printed by the company for Temple 
Newsam, a stately home near Leeds, it was then produced as a hand print for the company’s first wallpaper 

collection and has been a favourite of customers ever since. 

nostell priory is based on a Chinese painted wallcovering hanging in Nostell Priory.This form of 
decoration was very popular amongst the aristocracy in the late 18th century. 

left wallpaper chinTz 311326 cushion romey’s Garden 321442 below wallpaper nosTell priory 311421 Bench pad roseBery 330791 

cushions from lefT romey’s Garden 321442, phoeBe 321436 



phoeBe was painted by Lorraine Breger in the Zoffany studio using a traditional watercolour technique 
practised for hundreds of years by botanical artists.  The artist took the flower forms from life studies, but 
the concept for the layout originated from a 19th century cotton chintz document found in the Zoffany 

archive. This magnificent design is available as a stunning statement wallpaper and print.

left wallpaper phoeBe 311359 sofa phoeBe 321439 Throw phoeBe 321439 reverse and pipinG in keTTi keT01001 cushions from lefT phoeBe 321439, maGnolia BouGh 321447 Above cushions clockwise from Top 

lefT maGnolia BouGh 321447, phoeBe 321438, romey’s Garden 321441
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wallpaper woodville plain 311357 front 

cover chair phoeBe 321438 piped in roseBery 

330788 woodwork warm whiTe




